Selecting a Location for a Class Trip

- The two (three) of you are students in a high school class that’s going on a three-day trip in the spring.
- You are on the selection committee to decide the location.
- Four (six) locations have made it to the final selection process.
- Each of you will be given descriptions of two of the four (six) locations.
- You will need to describe the two locations to the members of the committee so that both (all) will know the four (six) locations.

Examiner 2 is the school principal.
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New York City, New York

The following list provides some relevant information about New York:

- 2 hours by train
- 20°C
- tours of art museums
- discounted Broadway show tickets
- shopping at specialty stores
- visit to Statue of Liberty
- accommodations will be expensive

Aspen, Colorado

The following list provides some relevant information about Aspen:

- 4-hour flight and 1-hour bus ride
- 16°C
- bicycles available for rent
- camping in mountains
- well-marked hiking trails
- optional river rafting
- students may suffer from altitude sickness
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**Vancouver, Canada**

The following list provides some relevant information about Vancouver:
- 6-hour flight
- 18°C
- whale-watching tour
- beach campfire on last night
- free aquarium tickets
- scuba diving lessons available
- only for students with passports

**Williamsburg, Virginia**

The following list provides some relevant information about Williamsburg:
- 5-hour drive
- 25°C
- tour of historic village
- small amusement park
- camp in nature preserve
- stop at waterfall on way
- parents must drive

**Orlando, Florida**

The following list provides some relevant information about Orlando:
- 2-hour flight
- 31°C
- discounted tickets to Disney World
- golf lessons provided
- trip to alligator park
- hotel near new shopping mall
- weather very humid

**Washington, DC**

The following list provides some relevant information about Washington, DC:
- 4 hours by train
- 23°C
- White House tour
- walking tour of national monuments
- bus trip to zoo
- Air and Space Museum visit
- high crime rate